A dozen times a day
you're within breathing distance of someone

Avoid offensive "cigarette-breath" with Spuds

*If you want to be sure you're never guilty of repeat "cigarette breath"—switch to SPUDS, SPUDS is the one and only cigarette that's specially made to keep your breath fresh and sweet—always refreshing. Even if you light SPUDS up in the other, the soothing, over-saturated aroma will never keep your mouth pleasant. And SPUDS' better blend of superb tobaccos will keep it happening*

EAST FOAM TABLETS
Mail now for free sample

Skin Troubles
Vanish Like Magic!
When You Strike at the Real Cause of Blemishes

Pimplies, blemishes, eruptions—seriously trouble you? Nearly all of these skin troubles are simply evidence of a single common cause: a single vitamin has failed to thrive.

That's why thousands write, "Yeast Foam Tablets cleared up my skin like magic after everything else failed"—because Yeast Foam Tablets contain an internal corrective factor for every skin ailment skin is due to one thing—deficiency of Vitamin B Complex. The fact: And Yeast Foam Tablets contain this missing factor. If this vital corrective factor is not present the trouble results.

Yeast Foam Tablets are Dye- and Parfum-Free.

Skin looks softer, glowing beauty—so soft you're powerless by clinging to regular soap, and with regular soap, then washing wastes. Ask your druggist for yeast foam tablets—and violate his advice.

COOL & SOOTHING
As a moonlit pool

When you come in tired, dusty or sunburned—relax in a tepid bath with Linit dissolved in the water. The delightful effect is instant—almost magical. Fatigue is forgotten. The rough touch of the wind and burn of the sun is allayed by the soothing effect of this refreshing bath. After the Linit bath, your skin feels soft and smooth and there is no damp, sticky feeling to your body. Why not try the Linit Beauty Bath before retiring tonight? Notice what soothing relaxation it affords your entire body. LINIT is sold by your grocer.

FOR FINE LAUNDERING

Don't overload the machine. Use the Linit package...recommendating Linit for use with Linitmaker's ordinary cotton felt, look for real like New. 

*Begin and end the day with a LINIT BEAUTY BATH—the smart way to perfect grooming*